Paper A1

World Archaeology

You should answer five questions in total. Answer three questions from Section A and two more from Sections B and / or C.

Answers from each Section must be written in a separate booklet.

Booklets from each Section must be tied up in separate bundles, with the letter of the Section written on each cover-sheet.

Write your number not your name on the cover sheet of each Section booklet.

STATIONERY REQUIREMENTS

8 page answer booklet x 3
Rough Work Pad
Graph Paper x 2 sheets

SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS TO BE SUPPLIED FOR THIS EXAMINATION

Calculator – students are permitted to bring an approved calculator
Data Book (specify reference number or title or colour etc as necessary)
Dictionary (specify reference number or title or colour etc as necessary)

You may not start to read the questions printed on the subsequent pages of this question paper until instructed to do so.
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